
INSTALLING PRE-CUT PILLARS WITH STOCKY’S PILLAR DRILLER 

STEP ONE 
Counterbore Assembly 

Insert pilot all the way into the 
counterbore so the flattened 
portion of the pilot shank aligns 
under the small set screw as 
shown. Tighten set screw snugly. 

STEP TWO 
Insert pilot into the top 
(receiver side) of existing screw 
holes in the stock and carefully 
countersink ¼” or so deep. You 
can do this “freestyle” if you 
wish since it’s a shallow cut. 

This woodworking trick keeps 
your drill from cracking the 
grain of the wood when exiting 
the stock in STEP THREE making 
a much cleaner hole. 

TIP - BEFORE BORING ON YOUR STOCK WE SUGGEST PRACTICING ON SOME SCRAP WOOD 
STEP THREE 

Place stock upside down on the flat and level surface (or drill press table)and set it up for boring your pillar holes. We 
recommend mounting a (larger) wood surface on your table or work surface to avoid damage to the stock and to extend 
your working area.  Be sure there is a hole in the work surface so the cutter and pilot can complete the cut clean through 
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without contacting the table. 

STEP THREE (continued) 
Insert pilot into the bottom (trigger guard side) of existing screw holes in the stock and prepare for boring your hole. 

Keep the top of the forend firmly in contact with the working surface during the entire cut. It may help to lightly clamp it 
in place (pad it) AND/OR cut a piece of scrap wood of the correct height, to insert under the cheek to avoid tipping when 
applying pressure to the cutter. TIP – don’t try to cut the entire depth at once! Take several ‘bites’, removing the bit from 
the hole a couple times in the process and clearing the trapped wood chips. You will know when to do this because the 
cutters will not cut as well when clogged.  
To avoid mishaps stop the drill before removing from wood; do not start drill rotation until the bit is inserted 
completely into the hole again) 

Repeat process for other hole(s), if desired. 

STEP FOUR 
Carefully insert your cut pillars and check for length from the bottom of the stock. Pillars must be flush with and in 
contact with the bottom of your receiver, it is not as critical under the floorplate. (Note: the Rem 700 has a round-
bottom; the pillar will support it at the bottom of the radius.) Once you understand where they are going and are 
satisfied with the length, etc., epoxy the pillars in place. 

Pillar too long? Use a flat file or sandpaper to adjust the length (flush top and bottom.) Polish rough end with steel wool. 
Pillar too short? Allow the excess epoxy to fill any gap that may be present, be sure not to go past flush with the stock. 

Insert Pilot Bore Hole In Small Bites 
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